Forever inspired by my faith and all creation around us, Songbook - A New Page just had to come out. This follow-up collection to Songbook is filled with florals, both bold and sweet, more songs of hope, and elements from nature.

Create timeless treasures with the large panel of hymns and the smaller, tonal options. You’ll find strong blues to warm hues to work with in the collection.

Songbook - A New Page was a joy to create, and the hymns are sure to once again have you singing along.
This Is The Day Front
Then Sings My Soul Front

FTD 209 Pillow Pack - two pillows included, both measure 22" x 22"

NOVEMBER DELIVERY
TEA TOWELS
FS 1023 • Set of 3 • Mul 4  • 100% Cotton Canvas

Forever inspired by my faith and all creation around us, Songbook - A New Page just had to come out. This follow-up collection to Songbook is filled with florals, both bold and sweet, more songs of hope, and elements from nature. Create timeless treasures with the large panel of hymns and the smaller, tonal options. You’ll find strong blues to warm hues to work with in the collection.

Songbook - A New Page was a joy to create, and the hymns are sure to once again have you singing along.
Panel is approx. 24” x 44”. Blocks are 9.75” x 12”.
Space between blocks up and down is 2.5”.
Space between blocks side to side is 1.75”.

Panel is approx. 24” x 44”. Blocks are 9.75” x 12”.
Space between blocks up and down is 2.5”.
Space between blocks side to side is 1.75”.

NOVEMBER DELIVERY

45550 11

Panel is approx. 24” x 44”. Blocks are 9.75” x 12”.
Space between blocks up and down is 2.5”.
Space between blocks side to side is 1.75”.

NOVEMBER DELIVERY

5958
Panel is approx. 24” x 44” Blocks are 9.75” x 12”.
Space between blocks up and down is 2.5”.
Space between blocks side to side is 1.75”.

NOVEMBER DELIVERY

45551 11

Panel is approx. 24” x 44” Blocks are 4.5” x 5.5”.
Space between blocks up and down is 1.5”.
Space between blocks side to side is 1.25”. 
Bella Coordinates

- 36 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton
- ABs include two panels - 45550-11 is cut 24” x 44” and 45551-11 is cut 18” x 22”.
- F8s, JRs, LCs, MCs & PPs do not include panels.
- JR, LCs, MCs & PPs include 34 skus plus two each of 45552, 45554-11, 45555-11.
- Bella Coordinates are not included in assortments and precuts.
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